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Economics 
Economic Policy Reforms 2019
Going for Growth

The Going for Growth report, updated biennially, looks at structural reforms 
in policy areas that have been identified as priorities to boost incomes in OECD 
countries and selected non-OECD economies (Argentina, Brazil, the People’s 
Republic of China, Colombia, Costa Rica, India, Indonesia, the Russian Federation 
and South Africa). The selection of priorities and monitoring of reform actions are 
supported by internationally comparable indicators that enable countries to assess 
their economic performance and structural policies in a wide range of areas. In 
addition to detailed policy recommendations to address the priorities, as well as a 
follow-up on actions taken in the recent years, the report includes individual country 
notes and, since 2017, a focus on inclusive growth. The 2019 report also includes a 
special chapter on reform packages that boost growth while ensuring environmental 
sustainability, a new extension of the Going for Growth framework.

Print ver. 
Code: eco-2019-5379-en-print
ISBN: 9789264371552 
pages: 300
$90.00  € 75.00  
PDF ver. 
Code: eco-2019-5379-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264842267 
$54.00 €45.00

OECD Economic Surveys: New Zealand 2019

Print ver. 
Code: eco-2019-5980-en-print
ISBN: 9789264340572  
pages: 179   
$60.00  € 50.00  
PDV ver. 
Code: eco-2019-5980-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264883895 
$36.00 €30.00

Well-being in New Zealand is generally high, although there is room for 
improvement in incomes, housing affordability, distribution, water quality and GHG 
emissions. Economic growth is projected to remain around 2½ per cent. The main 
risks to the outlook are rising trade restrictions and a housing market correction. 
Labour market reforms have been initiated to increase wages for the low paid but will 
need to be implemented cautiously to minimise potential adverse effects. Substantial 
planned increases in bank capital requirements should reduce the expected costs 
of financial crises but might reduce economic activity. To improve the well-being 
of New Zealanders, the government is amending legislation to embed well-being 
objective setting and reporting, developing well-being frameworks and indicator 
sets and using well-being evidence to inform budget priority setting and decision-
making. Immigration increases well-being of both immigrants and most of the NZ-
born, although associated increases in housing costs, congestion and pollution have 
had negative effects. A raft of measures is underway to make housing supply more 
responsive to demand. However, strict regulatory containment policies, which 
impede densification, need to be replaced by rules that are better aligned with desired 
outcomes and alternative sources of finance found to relieve local government 
infrastructure funding pressures.

SPECIAL FEATURES: WELL-BEING; MIGRATION; HOUSING

https://doi.org/10.1787/aec5b059-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/b0b94dbd-en
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Finance and Investment 

Taxation 

OECD Reviews of Pension Systems: Peru

Print ver. 
Code: daf-2019-248-en-print
ISBN: 9789264447837  
pages: 176  
$54.00  € 45.00  
PDF ver. 
Code: daf-2019-248-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264865600 
$32.00 €27.00

This review assesses Peru’s pension system in its entirety, looking at both public and 
private, pay-as-you-go (PAYG) financed and funded pension provisions. The review 
then provides policy options to help tackle old-age poverty; establish a solid framework 
for the contributory pension system to meet its objectives; improve the coverage and 
level of pensions; and optimise the design and improve the regulation of the funded 
private pension component. A further goal of these proposals is to improve the Peruvian 
population’s trust that the country’s pension system will be able to deliver secure 
retirement income in old age. 

The review is the fifth in a series of country reviews of pension systems [Ireland (2014), 
Mexico (2016), Latvia (2018), and Portugal (2019)]. These reviews provide countries 
with policy options that will help them improve the functioning of their overall pension 
system. Tailored policy options are proposed based on the specificities of the national 
pension system, and on international best practices regarding reforms, design and 
regulation of pension systems.

Revenue Statistics in Latin America and the Caribbean 2019

Print ver. 
Code: ctp-2019-2016-enes-print
ISBN: 9789264839465  
pages: 300 
$90.00  € 75.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: ctp-2019-2016-enes-pdf

ISBN: 9789264826038 
$54.00 €45.00

This report compiles comparable tax revenue statistics over the period 1990-2017 for 
25 Latin American and Caribbean economies. Based on the OECD Revenue Statistics 
database, it applies the OECD methodology to countries in Latin America and the 
Caribbean to enable comparison of tax levels and tax structures on a consistent basis, 
both among the economies of the region and with other economies. This publication is 
jointly undertaken by the OECD Centre for Tax Policy and Administration, the OECD 
Development Centre, the Inter-American Center of Tax Administrations, the Economic 
Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean (ECLAC) and the Inter-American 
Development Bank. The 2019 edition is the first to be produced with the support of 
the EU Regional Facility for Development in Transition for Latin America and the 
Caribbean, which results from joint work led by the European Union, the OECD and its 
Development Centre, and ECLAC.

Tax Policy Reforms 2019
OECD and Selected Partner Economies

This is the fourth edition of Tax Policy Reforms: OECD and Selected Partner 
Economies, an annual publication that provides comparative information on tax reforms 
across countries and tracks tax policy developments over time. The report covers the 
latest tax policy reforms in all OECD countries, as well as in Argentina, Indonesia and 
South Africa. Monitoring tax policy reforms and understanding the context in which 
they were undertaken are crucial to informing tax policy discussions and to supporting 
governments in the assessment and design of tax reforms.

Print ver. 
Code: ctp-2019-2531-en-print
ISBN: 9789264456464  
pages: 110  
$30.00  € 25.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: ctp-2019-2531-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264768888 
$18.00 €15.00

https://doi.org/10.1787/e80b4071-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/25666b8d-en-es
https://doi.org/10.1787/da56c295-en
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Taxation 
Tax Morale
What Drives People and Businesses to Pay Tax?

Print ver. 
Code: ctp-2019-2532-en-print
ISBN: 9789264777620  
pages: 63  
$30.00  € 25.00  
PDF ver. 
Code: ctp-2019-2532-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264755024 
$18.00 €15.00

Unlocking what drives tax morale – the intrinsic willingness to pay tax – can greatly 
assist governments in the design of tax policies and their administration, particularly 
in developing countries where compliance rates are low. This report builds on previous 
OECD research to identify some of the key socio-economic and institutional drivers 
of tax morale across developing countries, and seeks to test for evidence of the social 
contract by examining the impact of public services on tax morale. It also uses new data 
on tax certainty as an entry point to explore tax morale in businesses, where existing 
research is very limited. Finally, the report identifies a range of factors related to the 
tax system that may affect business decision making, how they vary across regions, 
and suggests some areas for future research. Overall, the report provides a range of 
suggestions for further work, and how tax morale considerations can be integrated into 
holistic tax compliance strategies.

Governance 
Public Procurement in Germany
Strategic Dimensions for Well-being and Growth

Print ver. 
Code: gov-2019-3489-en-print
ISBN: 9789264365483  
pages: 293  
$90.00  € 75.00  
PDF ver. 
Code: gov-2019-3489-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264707795 
$54.00 €45.00

As the largest economy in Europe, Germany has a massive public procurement 
market, accounting for around 15% of GDP (EUR 500 billion) per year and affecting 
many areas of the economy and society. This review analyses public procurement's 
impact on the well-being of Germany's citizens by focusing on six areas: economic 
impact and beyond, the legal and governance framework, centralisation, e-procurement, 
strategic procurement and human capital. In addition, it analyses procurement at 
subnational level, since almost 80% of procurement in Germany is conducted by Länder 
and local governments.

Risk Governance Scan of Kazakhstan

This report presents the governance framework in Kazakhstan for managing disaster 
risks. A wide range of disaster risks are present throughout the national territory, 
primarily floods, landslides, avalanches, but also extreme cold and heatwaves. The 
report reviews how the central government sets up a national strategy to manage 
these disaster risks, and how a national risk governance framework is formulated and 
executed. It examines the role of the private sector and other non-governmental actors in 
contributing to resilience at a national and subnational level.

Print ver. 
Code: gov-2019-3492-en-print
ISBN: 9789264780040  
pages: 108 
$30.00  € 25.00  
PDF ver. 
Code: gov-2019-3492-en-pdf 
ISBN: 9789264737457 
$18.00 €15.00

https://doi.org/10.1787/f3d8ea10-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/1db30826-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/cb82cae9-en
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Digital Government Review of Panama
Enhancing the Digital Transformation of the Public Sector

Print ver.
Code: gov-2019-3736-en-print
ISBN: 9789264618350  
pages: 150  
$42.00  € 35.00  
PDF ver. 
Code: gov-2019-3736-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264492066 
$25.00 €21.00

This review explores how Panama can enhance and harness digital government to 
achieve broader strategic goals at both national and local levels. It looks at institutional 
governance, legislation, and inter-departmental co-ordination, including institutional 
capacities and skills for delivering quality public services. It identifies opportunities for 
making public service delivery more efficient and inclusive, as well as for expanding 
the strategic use of data. The review provides policy recommendations to help Panama 
enable and sustain the digital transformation of the public sector.

Digital Government Review of Argentina
Accelerating the Digitalisation of the Public Sector

Print ver. 
Code: gov-2019-3739-en-print
ISBN: 9789264976849  
pages: 150  
$42.00  € 35.00  
PDF ver. 
Code: gov-2019-3739-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264356351 
$25.00 €21.00

This Digital Government Review highlights the efforts taking place in Argentina to 
digitalise and improve data governance in its public sector and build the foundations 
for a digital government. The review explores Argentina’s institutional, legal and policy 
frameworks and their strategic role in the digital transformation of the public sector. The 
report also discusses how to reinforce the capacity of the public sector to “go digital” 
and better respond to citizens' needs. It explores how ICT procurement, management, 
and commissioning can help improve public sector accountability and efficiency, as well 
as support greater policy coherence and compliance with digital government standards. 
The review ends with a discussion on the state of data governance in the public sector, 
including data leadership and stewardship, rules and platforms for data production, 
sharing and interoperability, data protection, data federation, and open government data 
initiatives.

Governance 

Reforming ISSSTESON’s Public Procurement for Sustainability

Print ver. 
Code: gov-2019-3841-en-print
ISBN: 9789264346307  
pages: 164  
$48.00  € 40.00  
PDF ver. 
Code: gov-2019-3841-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264911024  
$28.00 €24.00

This review analyses public procurement policies and practices of ISSSTESON, 
the institution providing health and pension services to the workers of the State 
Government of Sonora, Mexico. It benchmarks ISSSTESON practices against the 2015 
Recommendation of the Council on Public Procurement to help the institute upgrade its 
procurement operations and increase efficiency, in a difficult financial environment. It 
also examines the revenue structure of the Institute and suggests reforms for the pension 
scheme, which is too generous compared to national and international experience.

https://doi.org/10.1787/615a4180-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/354732cc-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/a6ee30a8-en
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Education 
Education at a Glance 2019
OECD Indicators

Print ver. 
Code: edu-2019-3777-en-print
ISBN: 9789264803985  
pages: 520 
$156.00  € 130.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: edu-2019-3777-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264888111 
Free

Education at a Glance is the authoritative source for information on the state of 
education around the world. It provides data on the structure, finances and performance 
of education systems across OECD countries and a number of partner economies. More 
than 100 charts and tables in this publication – as well as links to much more available 
on the educational database – provides key information on the output of educational 
institutions; the impact of learning across countries; access, participation and 
progression in education; the financial resources invested in education; and teachers, the 
learning environment and the organisation of schools.

The 2019 edition includes a focus on tertiary education with new indicators on tertiary 
completion rates, doctoral graduates and their labour market outcomes, and on tertiary 
admission systems, as well as a dedicated chapter on the Sustainable Development Goal 
4.

Development 
Multi-dimensional Review of Peru
Volume 3. From Analysis to Action

Print ver. 
Code: dev-2019-2752-en-print
ISBN: 9789264727250  
pages: 80  
$30.00  € 25.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: dev-2019-2752-en-pdf 
ISBN: 9789264561182 
$18.00 €15.00

Peru has experienced remarkable socio-economic progress over the last two decades, 
enabling it to join the group of upper middle-income countries around 2010. However, 
challenges are ahead if the country is not to be caught in various development traps. 
Overcoming these challenges in the near future to take the economy to the next level 
and become a country with higher productivity, inclusive development and well-being 
for all will require sound policy reforms. Further efforts are needed on three main fronts: 
economic diversification, connectivity and formalisation of jobs. This report analyses 
the main challenges in these three priority areas and sets up a policy action plan. It also 
proposes a scorecard including a series of indicators for monitoring progress derived 
from the implementation of the reforms proposed in these three areas and presents the 
objectives for each indicator that Peru should aim to achieve by 2025 and 2030.

https://doi.org/10.1787/f8d7880d-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/c6c23d2c-en
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Multi-dimensional Review of Paraguay
Volume 3. From Analysis to Action

Print ver. 
Code: dev-2019-2753-en-print
ISBN:9789264868359  
pages: 137  
$42.00  € 35.00  
PDF ver. 
Code: dev-2019-2753-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264433854 
$25.00 €21.00

Paraguay has set itself ambitious development goals for 2030. To achieve them, it 
will have to tackle two major challenges: buttressing sources of sustainable economic 
prosperity and putting the country on a more inclusive development path. Progressing 
towards a more inclusive society will require a broad and vigorous reform agenda. 
First, the country’s healthcare system requires systemic reform to widen its coverage, 
reduce Paraguayans’ vulnerability in the face of health risks and increase the efficiency 
of health service provision. Second, the social protection system needs to overcome 
its fragmentation and become more effective in delivering the right services and 
risk management tools to citizens according to their needs. In particular, the pension 
system requires reforms to increase its coverage and become more equitable and 
more sustainable. Third, the quality and the inclusiveness of its education and training 
system need to be strengthened to generate the skills the economy needs, and provide 
opportunities to all. Based on the analysis and recommendations undertaken in Volumes 
1 and 2 of this Multi-dimensional country review, this report identifies key areas for 
action and presents targeted action plans to kick-start reform. The report also provides a 
dashboard of monitoring indicators to support the reform agenda in the country.

Development 

Urban, Rural and Regional Development
How's Life in the Province of Córdoba, Argentina?

Print ver. 
Code: cfe-2019-22615-en-print
ISBN: 9789264352292  
pages: 120  
$36.00  € 30.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: cfe-2019-22615-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264980709 
$21.00 €18.00

This report assesses well-being in the four largest urban agglomerations of the 
province of Córdoba and provides policy recommendations to strengthen regional 
development practices, and ultimately improve people’s well-being. Using around 30 
statistical indicators, the report analyses the performance of Córdoba’s agglomerations 
in 12 well-being dimensions in comparison with 391 regions of 36 OECD countries 
and 98 regions of Brazil, Peru, Colombia and Costa Rica. The report also documents 
the well-being inequalities between Córdoba’s four agglomerations and suggests three 
priorities areas which the province should focus on to tackle well-being challenges: 
i) Ensure that well-being indicators guide future decision-making; ii) Continue 
strengthening and modernising the provincial statistical system to expand the evidence-
base; and, iii) Strengthen governance arrangements for more effective, efficient and 
inclusive regional development policy outcomes.

https://doi.org/10.1787/5e722f8e-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/97f189b1-en
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Energy
Renewables Information 2019

Print ver. 
Code: iea-2019-491-en-print
ISBN: 9789264960794  
pages: 502  
$132.00  € 110.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: iea-2019-491-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264472143 
$105.00 €88.00

Renewables Information provides a comprehensive review of historical and current 
market trends in OECD countries. It provides an overview of the development of 
renewables and waste in the world since 1990. A greater focus is given to the OECD 
countries with a review of electricity generation and capacity from renewable and waste 
energy sources, including detailed tables. However, an overview of developments in 
the world and OECD renewable and waste market is also presented. The publication 
encompasses energy indicators, generating capacity, electricity and heat production from 
renewable and waste sources, as well as production and consumption of renewables and 
waste.

Renewables Information is one of a series of annual IEA statistical publications on 
major energy sources; other reports are Coal Information, Electricity Information, 
Natural Gas Information and Oil Information.

Natural Gas Information 2019

Print ver. 
Code: iea-2019-492-en-print
ISBN: 9789264546356  
pages: 422  
$198.00  € 165.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: iea-2019-492-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264499560 
$118.00 €99.00

Natural Gas Information is a detailed reference work on gas supply and demand 
covering OECD countries and the rest of the world. The publication contains essential 
information on LNG and pipeline trade, gas reserves, storage capacity and prices. The 
main part of the book concentrates on OECD countries, showing a detailed supply and 
demand balance for each country and for the three OECD regions: Americas, Asia-
Oceania and Europe, as well as a breakdown of gas consumption by end user. Import 
and export data are reported by source and destination.

Natural Gas Information is one of a series annual IEA statistical publications on 
major energy sources; other reports are Coal Information, Electricity Information, Oil 
Information and Renewables Information.

Oil Information 2019

Print ver. 
Code: iea-2019-493-en-print
ISBN: 9789264633117  
pages: 775  
$198.00  € 165.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: iea-2019-493-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264906167  
$158.00 €132.00

Oil Information is a comprehensive reference book on current developments in oil 
supply and demand. This publication contains key data on world production, trade, 
prices and consumption of major oil product groups, with time series back to the early 
1970s. Its core consists of a detailed and comprehensive picture of oil supply, demand, 
trade, production and consumption by end-user for each OECD country individually and 
for the OECD regions. Trade data are reported extensively by origin and destination. 

Oil Information is one of a series of annual IEA statistical publications on major 
energy sources; other reports are Coal Information, Electricity Information, Natural Gas 
Information and Renewables Information.

https://doi.org/10.1787/fa89fd56-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/4d2f3232-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/553cdfcc-en
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Energy
Coal Information 2019

Print ver.
Code: iea-2019-494-en-print
ISBN: 9789264852228  
pages: 509  
$198.00  €165.00  
PDF ver. 
Code: iea-2019-493-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264906167 
$158.00 €132.00

Coal Information provides a comprehensive review of historical and current market 
trends in the world coal sector. It provides an overview of world coal developments 
covering coal production and coal reserves, coal demand by type, coal trade and coal 
prices. A detailed and comprehensive statistical picture of historical and current coal 
developments in the OECD member countries, by region and individually is presented 
in tables and charts. Complete coal balances and coal trade data for selected years 
are presented on major non-OECD coal-producing and -consuming countries, with 
summary statistics on coal supply and end-use statistics for many other countries and 
regions worldwide.

Coal Information is one of a series of annual I E A statistical publications on major 
ene rgy sources; other reports are Electricity Information, Natural Gas Information, Oil 
Information and Renewables Information.

Electricity Information 2019

Print ver. 
Code: iea-2019-495-en-print
ISBN: 9789264404465  
pages: 703  
$180.00  €150.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: iea-2019-495-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264986350 
$144.00 €120.00

Electricity Information provides a comprehensive review of historical and current 
market trends in the OECD electricity sector. It provides an overview of the world 
electricity developments covering world electricity and heat production, input fuel mix, 
supply and consumption, and electricity imports and exports. More detail is provided 
for the OECD countries with information covering production, installed capacity, input 
energy mix to electricity and heat production, consumption, electricity trades, input 
fuel prices and end-user electricity prices. It provides comprehensive statistical details 
on overall energy consumption, economic indicators, electricity and heat production 
by energy form and plant type, electricity imports and exports, sectoral energy and 
electricity consumption, as well as prices for electricity and electricity input fuels for 
each country and regional aggregate.

Electricity Information is one of a series of annual IEA statistical publications on 
major energy sources; other reports are Coal Information, Natural Gas Information, Oil 
Information and Renewables Information.

World Energy Statistics 2019

Print ver. 
Code: iea-2019-496-en-print
ISBN: 9789264848023  
pages: 891  
$144.00  € 120.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: iea-2019-496-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264326446 
$115.00 €96.00

World Energy Statistics provides comprehensive world energy statistics on all energy 
sources – coal, gas, oil, electricity, renewables and waste. It covers energy supply and 
consumption for over 160 countries and regions, including all OECD countries, and 
more than 100 other key energy producing and consuming countries, as well as world 
totals and various regional aggregates. The book includes detailed tables by country in 
original units, and summary time series on production, trade, and final consumption by 
sector.

In the companion publication World Energy Balances, data are presented as 
comprehensive energy balances expressed in energy units.

https://doi.org/10.1787/4a69d8c8-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/e0ebb7e9-en
https://doi.org/10.1787/2e828dea-en
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Energy
World Energy Balances 2019

Print ver. 
Code: iea-2019-497-en-print
ISBN: 9789264334946  
pages: 793  
$144.00  € 120.00 
PDF ver. 
Code: iea-2019-497-en-pdf
ISBN: 9789264318922 
$86.00 €72.00

World Energy Balances provides comprehensive energy balances for all the world’s 
largest energy producing and consuming countries. It contains detailed data on the 
supply and consumption of energy for over 160 countries and regions, including all 
OECD countries, and more than 100 other key energy producing and consuming 
countries, as well as world totals and various regional aggregates. The book includes 
graphs and detailed data by country for all energy sources – coal, gas, oil, electricity, 
renewables and waste - expressed in balance format. Alongside this, there are summary 
time series on production, trade, final consumption by sector, as well as key energy and 
economic indicators and an overview of trends in global energy production and use. 

More detailed data in original units are published in the companion publication World 
Energy Statistics.

https://doi.org/10.1787/3a876031-en
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